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Abstract 
Gentle, R., T.T.F. theories for left and right exact sequences. Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 75 (1991) 237-258. 
The category of left exact sequences is introduced and shown to be equivalent to the category 
of coherent (finitely presented) functors. Torsion torsion-free theory is examined in this 
category with the emphasis on the particular T.T.F. theory arising from purity. 
Introduction 
Let ti be a cocomplete abelian category with a generating set of small 
projectives. Two natural torsion torsion-free (T.T.F.) theories arise in the cate- 
gory %X2’ of left exact sequences modulo splitting by considering the Serre 
subcategories of short exact sequences and pure short exact sequences. These two 
T.T.F. theories can be linked with the T.T.F. theories based on purity in WZ’, 
short exact sequences modulo splitting [6] and on projective stabilization in 
(4 “4 Ab), where Ju is the subcategory of ti of finitely presented objects [5]. The 
resulting linkage of the four theories is a form of push-out-pull-back diagram of 
abelian categories where morphisms are functors with both left and right adjoints. 
Similar results hold for 9~/%, the category of right exact sequences. 
1. The category Z/Z 
Throughout & will be a cocomplete abelian category with a generating set of 
small projectives. % will denote the associated additive category of left exact 
sequences. Objects of CG are left exact sequences in cd, and morphisms are triples 
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of morphisms in ti giving the evident commutative diagram. SW will denote the 
factor category, where 2 is the full subcategory of split short exact sequences. The 
objects of %/S are those of % but 
Horn&C,, C,) = H om,(C,, G)I~(C,. C?), 
where Z(C,, C,) are those morphisms from C, to C, which factor through a split 
short exact sequence. One has the following characterization of such morphisms 
in %: 
Proposition 1.1. Given the commutative diagram between left exact sequences: 
o- A”- A- A’ A 
()- B”- B - B’ B 
then the following are equivalent (see Proposition 1.1 in [6]): 
(i) f ’ factors through the object B. 
(ii) f fktors through a split short exact sequence. 
(iii) f is chain homotopic to zero. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the fact that f’ factors through B if and 
only if the morphism E-+ A’ is a split epi, where 
E- A’ 
B-B’ 
The following proposition is the analogue of the factorization of morphisms in 
the category ZXZ of short exact sequences modulo splitting [6, Proposition 1.2]. 
Proposition 1.2. For a morphism f from A to & the following diagram represents 
the sequence 
in %M: 
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O--s A”- B”03A~ E 
II 
O- A” --A-A’ 
O+ B” - E - A’ 
(I 
()----,B”-B-B’ 
O.-----, E -B03A’+B III 
Remarks 1.3. (a) The basic difference between this factorization and the one in 
%/?Z is that the square 
A”- A 
I I 
B” -----+E 
will not in general be a push-out. 
It is however a pull-back, which accounts for the exactness of the top row. 
(b) The category %/% is (co-) complete (direct sums and products are com- 
puted term by term). 
(c) Let &+ E be a set of subobjects, then by the previous proposition each _Ei - 
can be obtained as a pull-back: 
O-A-Bi-Ci ‘i 
II I P.b. I I 
O-----_,A-B-C E 
The sum of these subobjects is the image of the sum morphism @ E, 3 E. Again 
utilizing the proposition this image is the pull-back 
O-A-B’- 03c I 
O-A- B-C 
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The assignment of the left exact sequence O+ A + B+ C to the functor F, 
where F = coker(-, B)* (-, A) constitutes an equivalence between %X3 and & 
the category of coherent (finitely presented) functors on & which was introduced 
by Auslander in [I]. It follows that %E is abelian (this also follows from 
Proposition 1.2 since %X3! is additive). The representable functors (-, A) form a 
resolving class of small projectives for &. These will correspond to the left exact 
sequences A = O+ 0 + O+ A. Once again Proposition 1.2 could be used to 
directly verify that A is small and projective. As for injectives one has the 
following proposition: 
Proposition 1.4. Sequences of the form 0 --, K * I, + I, are injective in %E when 
I, and I2 are injective in d. 
Proof. Let k be a morphism from E’ to I(K) where I(K) = O+ I, 2 I?, and f a 
manic E’ HE (which can be represented as a pullback by Proposition 1.2). 
We wish to show that k lifts to E. Since I, is injective there is a pair (g,, g7) 
making the following diagram commute: 
The morphism (g,h, gzh - k) : B @ C’ + I, factors through the cokernel object L 
and can be lifted to a morphism k : C* 1: since I, is injective. 
Now by Proposition 1.1 the composition - 
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O----+ A -B’- C’ 
II I 1 
O-A-B-C 
I 
I 
i I, I 
- !! 1 / 
0---4&-4,-I 2 
agrees 3ith the original morphism k since 
c 
commutes. q 
The global dimension of %/2 is two [l] 
projective resolution of E = O+ A -+ B --) C. 
injective co-resolution for E. Let B w 1, be a 
push-out 
B-C 
as 04i4GC+E*O is a - 
We now proceed to construct an 
manic with I, injective. Form the 
i I 
I - E, 
so that O+ B--,C$I,*E*O is exact [7, Lemma 1.11. If EwI, is a manic 
with I, injective, then 
B-C 
is a pull-back [7, Lemma 1.11. Consequently, 
R. Genrle 
O-A-B-C 
is 
This establishes that the injectives of Proposition 1.4 are co-resolving. 
Now let O+ C+ I,-+ I3 be exact with I, injective. Then one verifies that 
O-A-B-C 
II I I 
O-A-----+-I 2 
represents an exact sequence 
I I/ I 
0-B-I,-I, 
I I II 
O-C-Z-I 2 3 
O-A-I,---+ 
a manic in W% 
O+&-+l(A)-+I(B)-,l(C)-+O 
in Z/Z, and gives an injective co-resolution for E of length 2. 
Remarks 1.5. (a) The assignment A )--) A gives an exact full embedding of d into 
%X5?, however, the assignment A H I(A) is nonfunctorial. For unfortunately not 
all two-term injective co-resolutions of A are isomorphic in %X3’. Even if one 
chases minimal co-resolutions, functionality is not achieved. The major obstruc- 
tk1r-r is that the zero morphism A+ A’ does not uniquely induce the zero 
morphism I( A) + I( A’). 
For if 
then there will be an induced morphism I, -+ 1; such that 
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I, - I, I, - I, 
L 
/- 
I 
= 
I+---+ I; 
However, the morphism I, + I2 cannot in 
result in a zero morphism in (e/.2). Consider 
tive diagram of Z,-modules: 
I 
I 
I; 
general be cancelled (which would 
for example the following commuta- 
which represents a nonzero morphism in %‘E’. 
(b) Suppose E = 0 + A -+ B+ C is projective, then the projective resolution 
O+ A- &+ C-E-, 0 is acyclic. It follows that E can be represented as the 
kernel of a morphism c- B which in turn arises from a morphism C* B. It 
follows that _E is isomorphic to I?, where c)+ K + C+ B is exact. Hence every 
projective is isomorphic to a ‘representable’ X for some X. 
Similarily, if E is injective, then E will be the cokernel of some morphism 
I(B) + W 
0-B-I,-----+I, I(B) 
O-A-I,------4 2 I(A) 
Hence E is isomorphic to I(N), where 
N- 
is a pullback. Thus all 
functorially in X). 
injectives have the form I(X) up LO isomorphism (but not 
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2. The T.T.F. theory in %/% based on %‘/% 
Let 9 be the subcategory cp finitely generated projectives in &, and @ the 
corresponding subcategory in %‘/?Z’. The objects in @ are also small and finitely 
generated projectives in W%. 
Remark 2.1. In %‘/3 a finitely generated projective need not be small. For 
example, if End A is local, then ii is easy (use Proposition 1.2) to see that A is a 
finitely generated projective. However, A need not be small (for instance, when 
& = Ab, & is not small). 
p generates a torsion class Y for which there is a T.T.I. theory (3, 9, 3 ) 
[ 5, Remarks 1 .O] .Clearly 3 is the class of sequences of the form O+ M ---) N+ P, 
where P is projective (not necessarily finitely generated) in &. 
Proposition 2.2. The torsion-free class with respect to the torsion class generated by 
@ is the subcategory %X3’ of short exact sequences. 
Proof. Suppose E = 0 3 A - B-, C is torsion free. Let Pa C be an epi with P 
projective. 
Now the morphism 
o-o -0-P 
I I I 
O-A -8-C 
must be the zero morphism. Hence P+ C factors through B which implies that 
B ---, C is also an epi and that E is in %X3!‘. 
Conversely, it is evident that 839’ is torsion free. q 
Since 87% will be both a torsion 
Serre subcategory of 93% closed 
established directly). 
and torsion-free class it follows that ZXY is a 
under limits and colimits (this can also be 
Proposition 2.3. Up to isomorphisms, the torsion-free class .9J with respect to the 
torsion class WZ consists of those sequences of the form 0 + 0 + M + N 
(‘monies’ ). 
Proof. Given 
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O-A- B-C-O 
I I I 
o-o -M-N 
there is a morphism C-, M induced out of coker : C- B and an easy diagram 
arglument shows 
M-N 
commutes. This shows that O+ O+ M* N is in 9. 
Conversely, given H = O* K* L* N the following commutative diagram 
represents a short exact sequence in WY: 
(*) O-K-L-N 
I I II 
O-O-M-N 
Hence if H is torsion-free with respect to x/Z, the top sequence splits and H is 
isomorphic to O* O+ M+ N. Cl 
Remark 2.4. In general, (*) above represents O+ r’(H)+ H+ r’(H) + 0, where 
t’ is the torsion functor and Y’ the torsion-free functor for the torsion theory (8/T, 
2). 
For the torsion theory (9, WE), given E = 04 A + B * C, let P + C be an 
epi with P projective in A Then 
O-A-N-P 
II I p-b. I 
O-A-B-C 
I I II 
O-N-B@/‘- c-o 
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represents O-, t(E) + E + r(E)+ 0, a short exact sequence in %/2 with t(E) in 
3 and r(E) in %X2’. The functor I-’ can also be obtained in a manner dual to t. For 
iet K w I be a manic with f injective in & and form the push-out 
o-K- L-N 
O-I-M’-N 
Since I is an injective the bottom row is seen to be isomorphic to O+ O+ M+ N 
as before. 
The additive category of fractions for WY.Z with respect to 8/% will be 3 n 3 
[S, Theorem 1.91. Up to isomorphisms these are sequences of the form 
O+ O-, N-, P with P projective in .A The exact functor S : %XE’~ 92 n 9 is 
given by tr’ (or equivalently r’r). The commutative square 
tE - tr’E = r’tE = SE - 
I I 
E-r’E 
is represented by the following commutative diagram: > 
o-A\ N’\ 
> 
“1 
0 
O 1 i- +- p II 
o~A\o-q-c\~, 
3. Localization and colocalization with respect o short exactness 
For ease of reference it will be helpful to review the process of localization and 
colocalization that arises from a torsion theory (“lr, W) in an abelian category %3. 
We will assume W is cogenerated by a class of injectives in .%I (and dually that “I’ is 
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generated by a class of projectives in 24 ). The torsion and torsion-free functors 
will be denoted by u and w respectively. 
3.1. (Co-)Localization. 
Consider the following 
W 0- uB 
Given B, embed wB in an injective I of B lying in W. 
diagram: 
b-vN 
I I p.b. 
-B-wB-I-N-O 
wN= wN 
Then O*uB+ B+ b+ uN+O is exact and B+ b is the localization of B. 
Colocalization is handled in a dual fashio?. 
For the T.T.F. theory under consideration 9 will be cogenerated by sequences 
of the form r= O+ O+ O+ I with I injective in AZ. These sequences are injective 
(and also projective) in W2’. Y by definition was generated by the projectives p 
with P a (finitely generated) projective in J& Localization takes the form 
O-A- B-B’-0 
II II I 
0-A -B-c 
I I I 
o-o-0-D 
I I II 
@---+B'---+C-D-O 
where 
o-/+---+B--C-W-----+0 
Lf 
B’ 
is exact in A The object D is thus divisible and torsion-free with respect to the 
torsion theory (ZWE’, 92). 
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The steps involved for colocalization b;l dualizing (A) above for the torsion 
theory (9, $7/Z) are straightforward but labourious. We will present only the 
method and leave the details of the proof for the reader. 
Given O* A + B + C construct the following pull-backs (which also happen to 
be push-outs) where Q and P are projectives: 
1 I p.b. 
0 A-N-P 
I I p.b. 
B-C 
Colocalization is then given by 
0 ___i &----+A$Q-N-O 
0 - A-B-C 
O-N-B@P-C-O 
The sequence O-, N-+ Q++ P is codivisible and torsion with respect to the 
torsion theory (,F F Z\. 
Remark 3.2. If (Cl) is dualized the result also yields localization (after the 
injectives involved split off). 
Restriction of localization [colocalization] to the subcategory 99 n Y yields a 
functor R [T] which is the right [left] adjoint to S [5, Proposition 1.81. These 
are given explicitly by R(O--+O-+ N--, P) =O+O+O+M=M, where 
3-, N-, P-, M-,0 is exact, and 7(0-O+ N-, P) = O* L--, Q+ P, where 
O+ L 9 Q+ N--, 0 is exact with (2 projective. 
Since 9 is generated by @, which consists of small projectives it follows from [5, 
Proposition 3.21 that %! n Yz (@Op, Ab) z (pop, Ab) s &. This equivalence is 
given by (O-O-N+ P)+44 where 0 + N-, P+ M-,0 is exact (‘form the 
cokernel’). 
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Hence?;vhen 52 n Y is replaced by ti the functors R, S and T take the form 
S(O* A+B--,C)= D, where0 + A+ B+ C-+ D-0 is exact, R(M) = n? and 
T(M) -o-, 1, -+ Q+ P, where O* L+ Q+ P+ M-4 is exact. 
Remarks 3.3. (i) T depends on choosing the first two terms of a projective 
resolution for each M in &. However, with M fixed all such two termed truncated 
projective resolutions are isomorphic in WY’, Hence if different choices of 
projective resolution are used, a functor equivalent to T will result. 
(ii) If %/2 is identified with 2, the category of coherent contravariant functors 
on J& then S is restriction to 9 when .%! n 9 is identified with (P”‘, Ab). So if ti 
is a module category over a ring A, then S is evaluation at A. 
4. The T.T.F. theory in %E based on purity 
Let 42 be the subcategory of finitely presented objects of ti, and da the 
corresponding full subcategory in %Z.. A consists of small projectives and 
generates a torsion class 9 for which there exists a T.T.F. theory (3, 9, 3) [5, 
Remarks 1.01. The development of this theory parallels that of both the previous 
one and the T.T.F. theory based on purity in [6] so detailed proofs will be 
omitted. 
Proposition 4.1. Let (3, 9, 92 ) be tk T. T. F. theory in % /5F, where 9 is generated 
by M, then: 
(i) 3 consists of those sequences (up to isomorphism) of the form 
O- X+ Y- Z with Z pure projective. 
(ii) 9 is the Serre subcategory of pure short exact sequences. 
(iii) 92 consists of those sequences (up to isomorphism) of the form 
O+ X+ Y+ Z with X pure injec:;ve. Cl 
The torsion and torsion-free functors for (3, 9) are given by thn following 
commutative diagram (**) which represents O-, t(E)+ E+ r(E)+ 0. Let M -w C 
be a pure epi with M pure projective, and E = O+ A + B 3 C. 
(**) 
O-A-E-M 
II I p-b* I 
O-A-B-C 
O-E-B$M-C-O 
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For (SF, CB), let A H N be a pure manic with N pure injective (algebraicaliy 
compact), then the following diagram represents O+ t’(E) + E-, I*‘(E) * 0 with 
t’(E) in 9’ and r’(E) in 92 :
0-A-B$N-H---O 
O-A -B-C 
I 1 p.0. 
O-N-H-C 
The category 9~ n 3 consists of those sequences (up to isomorphism) of the 
form O- N- X- M with N pure injective and M pure projective. .9? t7 9 is the 
additive category of fractions with respect to pure short exact sequences. The 
exact functor S : %X3?+ 92 n 9 is given by the following commutative diagram 
which represents r’t& = tr’E = S(E): 
&: O- A > 
\ E\ 
> 
II 
E: O-A 
SE: 0 L x 
I 
,M 
I 
Y 
r'E: 0 ,C 
For localization of E consider the following combination of pushouts, where 
A - N, and H - N-, are pure monies with N, and N2 pure injective: 
A-B 
I I p.0. 
Y 
I I p.0. 
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Then 
@----+A-B$N,-H-----_,o 
O-A -6-C 
II:- N, --N2------+Z 
0-H-A$N.,-Z-O 
is the localization of _E (the top and bottom sequences are in 9’). 
Colocalization is obtained by dualizing the above procedure. 
Let O+ N+ X+ A4 be in .B! n 5, then the right and left adjoints R and Tto S 
are given by R(O+ N* X+ M) = O+ N-, N’+ Z, where 
X-M 
I I p.0. 
N’- Z 
with Xz-, N’ a pure manic, wifh N’ pure injective; T(O--, N+ X+ M) = 
O+ Y* M’-, M, where 
Y-M' 
N-X 
with M’+ X a pure epi, with M’ pure projective. 
Since 2 is equivalent to Ju, and 2 generates 9, it follows 15, Proposition 3.21 
that 9i! n Y is equivalent to (&Op, Ab). 
Remark 4.2. If %/9. is identified with 62 and %! n 9 with (M”“, Ab), then the 
functor S becomes restriction to Ju. 
Recall from [S, Example 3.51 that the Serre subcategory (JW’““, Ab) of (&“‘, 
Ab) gives a T.T.F. theory with the corresponding additive category of fractions 
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(s”9 Ab) which is equivalent o &. One also has a fourth T.T.F. theory based on 
purity in ZXY [6]. Letting Y’denote the subcategory of pure short exact sequences 
in %X3!‘, the four T.T.F. theories give rise to the following commutative diagram, 
where each arrow is an exact functor with both a left and right adjoint: 
O- tsp- ~J~------, (JM’“‘, Ab)------+O 
o- sp- %l.$Y,-(Jtlop, Ab)-0 
5. 9/Z, the category of right exact sequences 
As one would expect, much of the theory of 91% parallels that of %/% by 
dualizing. There are however some essential differences which should be noted. 
As with %/% there will be a T.T.F. theory in 9/S based on %X35 However in 
dualizing, the roles of 9 and 3 will become ‘rezersed’. Thus it is more convenient 
to define 3 to be the class cogencrated by 9, where 9 consists of the finitely 
cogenerated injectives of & and A = A+ O+ O+ 0 for any A in J& With this 
definition for 3 it is readily verified that there exists a T.T.F. theory (Y, 9, 9I), 
where (i) $3 consists of those sequences (up to isomorphism) of the form 
I-, J* K-0, where I is injective in &; (ii) 9 = ZXZ’; (iii) 3 consists of those 
sequences (up to isomorphism) of the form A + B + O+ 0 (‘epis’). 
Then 3 n Y yields sequences of the type I-, K+ O-90, and %! n 3 is 
equivalent o CaQ by taking ‘kernels’ (I+ K + O+ 0) I+ H = ker(I+ K). Since & is 
generated by a set of small projective% 9 it follows 15, Theorem 2.81 that 3 is 
generated by the corresponding set of small projectives T(9), yhere 7’ is the 
colocalization fun :tor restricted to 3 n 3. Explicitly T(P) = P, hence T is 
generated by small projectives which also happen to be injective in 3/S. 
The first difficulties encountered in passing from %/SC to 9/S come with the 
consideration of the T.T.F. theory deri,ved from purity. However, the end results 
reveal that there is in fact no barrier to casual dualization, but it will take a bit of 
work to establish this! 
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To demonstrate the power inherent in this particular T.T.F. theory we will 
purposely take a naive approach and limit ourselves only to the definition and not 
the existing theory of pure injectivity. The following lemma is clear from the fact 
that direct sums in 9/% are right exact sequences of the corresponding direct 
sums in ,nQ. 
Lemma 5.1. The right exact sequence A 9 B * C+ 0 with A and B small objects 
in sr9 is a small object in WE’. El 
Hence a right exact sequence P--, Q* M + 0 with P and Q finitely generated 
projectives in d will be a small projective in WE Let 2 denote the small 
additive subcategory consisting of such sequences. Then J$ will generate a torsion 
class Y for which there exists a cohereditary torsion theory (3, 9’) [5, Remark 
1.01. 
It follows easily that 3’ is the class of pure short exact sequences and that the 
torsion and torsion-free functors for (3, Y’) are computed in exactly the same 
manner as for the corresponding theory (9, 9) in %‘/.Z. 
Since Y is also a torsion class it is reasonable to assume that there exists a 
torsion theory (Y, 3 ). Note that since 9 1% need not be ‘locally small’ [S] the 
torsion class Y need not necessarily yield the usual torsion functor which is 
defined on an object as the sum of all subobjects belonging to 3’. By assuming 
that (9, %! ) is a torsion theory one is postulating the existence of the right adjoint 
(which turns out to be the torsion functor) to the full embedding of the abelian 
category 9 into &. 
For the resulting T.T.F. theory (3, Y, %! ) the intersection 9? 17 Y is equivalent 
to @Op, Ab) [S, Proposition 3.21, hence there will be an equivalence between the 
injectives of (JE”~, Ab) and the injectives of WY which lie in %! ; furthermore, 
these injectives cogenerate % [5, Theorem 2.81. However, all the injectives of 
9/$X are of the {arm k = (N+ O+ O-+0) and a will be in 3 if and only if any 
morphism &+ N is necessarily the zero morphism when E is pure short exact: 
O-A-B-C-O 
I I I 
N-O-O-O 
This will be the case if and only if A + N factors through B, and this is precisely 
the criterion that A be pure injective. Hence 3 is cogcnerated by the class N for 
N pure injective. 
For A in &, r’A (where Y’ is the torsional-free functor for (9, 3 )) can be 
embedded into & for some pure injective N. The composition A -++ ,‘A ++ T? will 
then have a pure kernel & 
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II 1 1 i 
A-O-O-O A 
Conversely the existence of such a sequence K for each object A (i.e., 
‘sufficiency of pure-injectives’) provides the necessary torsion functor to yield the 
torsion theory (9, 9 ). Hence the existence of the torsion theory (9, 3 ) (or the 
existence of the right adjoint to 9’ 4 &) is equivalent to the sufficiency of pure 
injectives. 
Refining this analysis leads to a sharper result. (sop, Ab) is cogenerated by the 
injective hulls of its simples. These in turn correspond to finitely cogenerated 
injeciives in 3 via the localization functor restricted to 93 n 3; [5, Theorem 4,2]. 
Let N denote one of these injectives, then End,dN s EndPls N is local since & is 
an indecomposable injective in W3!. This establishes the following theorem which 
is a refinement of Theorem 4.2 in [5]. 
Theorem 5.2. There exists a set of pure injectives with local endomorphism rings 
such that any object in ~4 can be embedded purely into a suitable product of these 
pure injectives. cl 
Remark 5.3. If an object k is finitely cogenerated in CM?? and if X+ n Xi is a 
split manic in L& then X-, fl Xj is a manic in g/3?. Thus for some finite set F, 
A 
k-- nF pi is manic and consequently X+ & Xi is a split manic in &. SO if N is 
one of the pure injectives of Theorem 5.2 and N+ n Xi is a split manic, then 
N* Xi splits for some i. 
TLe essence of the pepp I,,eeding results is that the category of pure exact 
sequences creates dual T.T.F. theories in %‘/3!? and 9/3’. If the existence of the 
pure injectives of Theorem 5.2 is known a priori, then one could define 6% to be 
the subcategory cogenerated by the set of k. The resulting T.T.F. theory in WZZ’ 
will then develop as the mirror image of the T.T.F. theory in W%, where 3 was 
defined to be the subcategory generated by the set M with M finitely presented. 
As a further illustration suppose L is an indecomposable pu!e injective. E will 
be an indecomposable injective in GWZ’, hence End L s End i is local [ 121. 
Returning to the category fi, suppose that L$ is the category of left A-modules 
for a ring A. Then there is a duality between fi and Ju ’ the category of finitely 
presented right A-modules [2] via P+ Q+ M-, 0~ M’. The transpose M’ 
equals coker Q’I: + P’“, where ‘k denotes the A-dual (-, A). In this case we can 
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replace (2 Op , Ab) by (& ‘, Ab). Transposing also yields the well-known duality 
between the projective stabilizations L?% /P and Jl ‘/P’, of finitely presented left 
and right modules. The T.T.F. theories arising from LU% when L&’ = Mod A can 
then be interlaced into the following push-out-pull-back type of diagram with 
exact functors having left and right adjoints: 
0 0 
Remarks 5.4. (i) If d is not Mod A, then the above holds upon replacing 
(4 ‘/p’, Ab) with (JUP“~, Ab) and (& ‘, Ab) with (J@‘, Ab). 
(ii) The functor (A ‘, Ab)-, & is the composition (A ‘, Ab) 3 (P’, Ab)2 SQ 
and will be evaluation at A. However, the functor LWE’-+ ti ‘taking kernels’ is 
not equivalent to evaluation at A. 
The category ~2 is abelian and satisfies Ab-3, Ab-3* (completeness and co- 
completeness) and Ab-4, Ab-4” (see, for example, [9]). These properties are all 
passed aiong to %E and WE’. However, the existence of a generator and the C, 
condition [8], two very reasonable properties for abelian categories, have very 
dramatic consequences upon & when imposed on W2’ and SE!Z’, respectively. By 
‘split generator’ we will mean an object U such that for every X there is a split epi 
d$ U + X for a suitable sum of copies of U. Also the ‘split C, condition’ will 
mean that the natural morphism @, Xi-, n, X, is a split manic for all indexed 
sets of objects Xi. 
Theorem 5.5. %I~ has a gerzerator if and on/y if ~2 has a split generator. 
Proof. The assignment X + X is a full embedding of ~2 as a resolving class of 
projectives for %E. The result now follows from the observation that I/“’ --) X is 
a split epi in & if and only if fl(‘)+ X is an epi in %/ZE, where Il”’ denotes the 
direct sum of r’ @es of U for some index set 1. 0 
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Theorem 5.6. 9lZ is C, if and only if & is split C,. 
Proof. The assignment X+ X is a full embedding of ~4 as a class of coresolving 
injectives m 9/S!‘. Clearly @ Xi 3 fl Xi is a split manic if and only if 
@ X; 3 rl[ X; is a manic (by computing kernels using the dual of Proposition 
1.2). Hence ti will be split C, if 9 /3 is CI. 
Conversely, the canonical morphism 
I-I AT-----+ I-I B; - r-w i -0 
has kernel @, A p ($, Bi) @ (n, A,)+ E+ 0 which is split exact (and hence 
the zero object) if & is split C,. 0 
An object X is C-pure injective (&algebraically compact) if any direct sum of 
copies of X is pure injective [ 11, 121. By a result of W. Zimmermann [l l] (which 
holds for functor categories as well as for module categories) this is equivalent to 
the natural morphism $I X* iyf X splitting for arbitrary indexed copies of X. 
Hence we have the following corollary of Theorem 5.6: 
Corollary 5.7. d is pure semi-simple if and only if 9 1% is C,. 
Proof. If 9/S? is C,, then every object in .& is Z-pure injective, hence every pure 
exact sequence splits. 
Conversely, if d is pure semi-simple, then Sp the subcategory of pure short 
exact sequences in 9 /ZE’ reduces to the zero object. Hence 9 E’ will be equivalent 
to (sop, Ab) which is C,. Cl 
There are analogous but less transparent results when 9 1% and %E are 
interchanged. For instance, suppose %E is C3, then consider the manic 
0-TA,-i’-“I’: 
o- n A;- I-I I; - I-I 4 
where all the I, and 1: are in jectives in J& The kernel 
0-e Ai+@ r,)@(n A,)-+ E will then be split exact. In particular, 
O-+ @ A,* ($ I,)@(n A,) is a split manic. Now if SQ is locally noetherian, 
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then @ I, will be injective and it follows easily that $ A, - n Ai is a split manic. 
This proves the nontrivial part of the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.8. If d is locally noetherian, then %‘I% is C2 if and only if ti is split 
C,. cl 
Remark 5.9. Exactly the same proof can be applied to %‘/S!? so the theorem holds 
with Z/Z replaced by W!?Y [4]. 
Now suppose 9 /5F has a generator L - A44 N + 0. If P is a projective 
generator of cr&, then, replacing N by N CB P and M by M Cl3 P, we can assume 
without loss of generality that N is a generator for A& Given X in & consider the 
epis A @j-+X and 
p----+ M (1) - N”‘-0 
for suitable index sets I and J. 
The cokernel sequence E- N’?B N”’ + X+ 0 must then be split exact. In 
particular, there is a split epi N(‘+J) + X. This establishes the nontrivial part of 
the following theorem: 
Theorem. 5.10. 53 l5Y has a generator if and only if d has a split generator. Cl 
Remark 5.11. The same methods allow one to replace 9/S!!’ by %‘/Z in this 
theorem [4]. 
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